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Dear CONNECT Readers,
This month we take time to recognize our
country’s longevity and history with family
gatherings, celebratory high spirits and
traditional fireworks displays. Our great
country has been chugging along for 246
years! We haven’t been around as long as
the Great Pyramid of Giza or the Parthenon
or even the Colosseum in Rome, but still, 246 years is no
small feat. There’s no doubt that we’ve faced challenges but,
somehow, someway, we have managed to carry on and
thrive. In fact, facing and overcoming adversity is one of the
main things that makes the United States and its citizens so
remarkable.
One of the goals of Connect magazine is to highlight
remarkable achievements in our community, and although our
efforts pale in comparison to the things we have accomplished
as a country, they still merit attention nonetheless. Our feature
this month recognizes the merits of Troxel Custom Homes.
Drew DeMeester and the Troxel Team go above and beyond
for their clients and have a remarkable approach to their
vocation. David Beattie’s article about the Holland Board of
Public Works' initiative to bring high-speed broadband to our
community is remarkable too. Inside you’ll find remarkable
information from our expert contributors and details about
Redwater Restaurant Group’s push to bring remarkable outdoor
dining to West Michigan. So, I ask you, please join us in
celebrating these dispatches in July’s Connect magazine and
recognize the remarkable in our great community.
Happy birthday America!
Patrick Avery
Publisher
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COVER STORY

Troxel Custom Homes:
Built By Design

By Andrew McLean | Photos by Photo Op Studio and Next Door Photos Lakeshore

T

he Troxel name has been associated
with fine home building in West
Michigan for generations, and their
reputation has been tied to one thing:
rock-solid values. Under the leadership of
Drew DeMeester, those values influence
every aspect of a Troxel Custom Homes’
project. The unifying goal of these values
is to ensure that Troxel Custom Homes is
exceeding their client’s expectations while
building a unique space designed around
their clients’ specific dreams and goals. It’s
a tall order in any profession, but for Drew
and his team, it is the driving force behind
their business.

Drew DeMeester
President

“My team and I truly feel blessed to be
part of the process of creating something
exceptional for our homeowners that
enhances their lives and places them into
an environment that accurately represents
and facilitates their lifestyle,” Drew stated.
“I believe that the space we choose to
surround ourselves with will directly
impact our quality of life and that of our
loved ones. A home should not be a page
out of a magazine or catalog—it should
be much more personal, relevant, and
embracing,"

Build Better
Popular culture often shows us images of
crazed business people killing themselves to
make a buck and get ahead, but with Drew,
nothing could be further from reality.
Drew and the Troxel Team are exactly as
they appear—good people, down to earth,
hard-working, and driven to do things
right. “We don’t have any desire to become
any larger than what we are now. Our goals
are to build quality homes for our clients
and have it be a positive experience for
them. For us, a custom home doesn’t mean
an expensive home. It means we build
homes that are unique to our client and that
balance design, specifications, and budget
in a way that makes sense to our future
homeowners,” Drew explained.
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Another thing that sets Troxel Custom
Homes apart from other custom home
builders is their interest in undertaking
renovation work. Remodeling projects and
additions help to balance their operations
but, more importantly, it allows them to
solve problems for diverse clients. To the
Troxel Team, helping new homeowners
realize the potential in their property or
designing additions for past clients is just as
important as constructing a client’s dream
home. These types of projects highlight
another aspect of Troxel’s values—fanatical
attention to details. They pursue every
facet of their work, big or small, with an
extra layer of attention to make sure they
achieve the ideal whether it involves the
paperwork, the design, the construction or
the final punch list before clients move in.

New Home
In 2021, Troxel Custom Homes moved
to their new location at 167 N. 120th Ave
in Holland and along with the move
came exciting new realities. The new
location gave the builder greater exposure
in the community because of its highly
CONNECT | JULY 2022

visible location, but also gave them the
opportunity to shake up their traditional
office arrangement. Drew and his team
built out a home design space much like
the homes they design and build. Now
when clients meet with the team, it’s
like they are meeting in a comfortable
living room complete with examples of
possible design options. Apparently, it’s not
uncommon to find the team discussing
current projects in front of the fire with a
fresh cup of coffee from the built in coffee
center.
Being a design-build firm is another thing
that makes Troxel Custom Homes different
from other traditional builders. The
Troxel Team can provide design services
directly from their in-house design team.
Although they work regularly with local
designers and architects, their design-build
expertise makes them a rare breed among
builders. This capability allows Troxel
Custom Homes to move quickly through
the preconstruction phases and reduce the
chances for miscommunication. Everything
designed in-house is created with 3D cad

software and gives their clients a sense of
their project before construction begins. It
is a huge bonus to their renovation clients
as well as new build clients who have
difficulty visualizing spaces from a set of
blueprints.
Never a group to be caught resting on their
laurels, Troxel Custom Homes is working
on the ability to have clients see their home
with the use of a virtual reality headset.
They believe this innovative technology
will be an important tool to help their
clients to truly visualize the design before
construction starts. It’s hard to even
imagine—a client could do a walkthrough
of their new home before the team has
begun to break ground!

Foundations
It never fails to amaze me how much
our childhood interests, our personal
curiosities, shape our lifelong career
choices. For most it takes time to realize
that inner calling, but for the fortunate—
like Drew—it’s obvious early on. “As

>> Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5
far back as I can remember, I was always
fascinated by how things worked. I was
that kid that was always taking things apart
when I shouldn’t have. Particularly, I was
fascinated by homes and how they were
built. I loved to walk through construction
sites.”
“As soon as my parents trusted me with
hammer and saw, I was building forts
and working on home projects for my
grandmother. In the late 1970’s, I was given
my grandfather’s drafting tools so I could
begin to draw my own house plans. I spent
untold hours designing and redesigning
those first homes I dreamed up. My family
can attest to the hours I would spend
studying plan books and daydreaming about
the homes I would build someday.”
“As I grew, I thought that I would pursue an
engineering degree, but my love of home
design and construction was too strong to

WWW.TROXELCUSTOMHOMES.COM 616.355.2600

BUILDING AND RENOVATING HOMES AT THE
INTERSECTION OF STRONG RELATIONSHIPS AND
METICULOUS QUALITY FOR OVER 20 YEARS.
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resist and, by the end of college, it resulted in
a Bachelor of Science degree in Construction
Science and Management. Every job I have
ever had since college was related to the
residential construction industry in some
way—and I have no regrets.”
He’s not looking back either. He became a
licensed builder in 1994 and joined Brian
and Kris Troxel’s building company in the
early 2000’s. When they were approaching
retirement, they looked to Drew to take
over leading the company they had built—a
job he was well suited for and eager to
undertake. Drew took over operations and
became the president of Troxel Custom
Homes in 2017.

Home Values
People in roles like Drew’s are always
incredibly humble and gracious, and he is no
exception. “Relationships are important to
us—almost as much as the custom spaces we
build. We find value in the people we align
ourselves with, and we become a part of the
lives of those who choose to work with us—
the relationship between us and our clients
matters, but so does the relationship with
everyone involved in the project. We have a
core group of trade and vendor partners and
some of them have been working with us for
over 20 years, so when these relationships
start to span decades, there is a trust
and loyalty that is super valuable. You're
important to us no matter how we may be
associated.”
Drew DeMeester lives in Zeeland with his
wife Angela and their dog River. They have
two adult children and two grandchildren
whom all live in the area. Drew is a
huge believer in family and will tell you
unequivocally that the best roles in life are
being a dad and grandparent—no matter
how challenging. The rest of the Troxel
Team is made up of Patrick Tubergen,
Carl Prowant, Makenna DeMeester, Chris
Zoerhof, and Emily Ras—all raising active
families with kids in West Michigan and
taking part in various local organizations
and charities. They are more than employees
or coworkers to Drew; they are a great group
of supportive people whose relationships go
beyond the regular workday.
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR SPECTRUM HEALTH ZEELAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

Occupation Health Keeps
You Healthy and Working
Contributed by Ashley Kiekintveld

S

pectrum Health Medical Group has
expanded services to meet the growing
needs of local employers. Occupational
health services have been added at the
Spectrum Health Zeeland Community
Hospital location to include drug screening
and workplace accident and injury
management programs. These programs
offer the continuum of care to keep the
workplace healthy, safe and productive.
A proactive approach to holistic health has
a significant impact on employee wellbeing
and a company’s bottom line. Spectrum
Health partners with employers to
increase productivity, safety and employee
engagement, while reducing the risk of
injury, turnover and health care costs. With
the goal of preventing work-related injuries
and promoting workplace safety, Spectrum
Health occupational health offers injury
prevention services, early intervention,
symptom management, rehabilitation and
return to work programs.

Our experienced team of professionals,
led by Natalie Debernardi, MD, boardcertified occupational health physician,
and Kelsey Brown, PA-C, physician
assistant, is ready to help you reduce lost
work time, accelerate recovery, promote
employee health and wellness and
positively impact your bottom line.
Debernardi earned her medical degree
from University of Chicago, Pritzker
School of Medicine in Illinois. She received
her master's degree in public health and
completed her occupational medicine
residency at University of Iowa in Iowa
City. Debernardi's clinical interests include
musculoskeletal disorders, cost-effective
care, workplace and environmental health,
disease and injury prevention and wellness
promotion.

We have the unique ability to offer care
where your employees need it most
whether it is virtually, on-site at your
location, or in one of our clinic locations.
Additionally, we partner with a national
network of clinics, allowing us to offer
services outside the Spectrum Health reach
to meet your needs.
These programs can be customized and
managed based on each company’s unique
requirements. Spectrum Health partners
with clients to design a plan that’s just right
for their employees and develop a quote
based on their goals. To get started tailoring
a plan for your business, call 616.391.2778
or email occserv@spectrumhealth.org.
8

• National Network Services PDF
• On-site services PDF
• Orthopedics @ Work
• Pre-employment
• Physical and occupational therapy
• Regulatory requirements
• Spectrum Health virtual services at work
• Travel medicine
For more information, visit
spectrumhealth.org/occhealth.

Brown, a board-certified physician assistant, earned her bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of Detroit Mercy.
Her clinical background is in urgent care.
Spectrum Health Medical Group
occupational health is conveniently
located in Suite 100A of the Medical Office
Building, adjacent to Spectrum Health
Zeeland Community Hospital’s main
entrance.
Spectrum Health’s Occupational Health
Services Include:
• Drug screen program management
• Executive services
• Health and wellness

Slips up to 70’ • Transient Slips
In/Out Service • Storage • Service
Boat Service & Outﬁtters • Conference Center
The Staterooms Vacation Rentals
1866 OTTAWA BEACH RD. HOLLAND, MI 49424
(616) 786-2205 • YACHTBASINMARINA.COM
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR THRIVE ACQUISITION

Three reasons the Business-ForSale Market is HOT!
By Kathy Devries

I

f you’re a business owner, from time to
time, you may wonder what the current
market is like for owners trying to sell a
business. If I had to summarize the market
in one word, I would say “Hot!” Why is that?

Secondly, demand is high because investors
may want to diversify their portfolios and/or
their portfolios may have performed so well
that they are ready to buy another business
asset. Since larger businesses have been
cherry-picked, we see private equity firms
First of all, demand is high for all kinds
and family investment offices considering
of real estate. It’s obvious that residential
smaller and smaller deal sizes to keep
real estate value is climbing in double-digit
growth year over year and has been for some capital deployed. Individual buyers now face
time and, according to projections, probably competition from investors doing roll-ups
will be for the foreseeable future. For inves- of smaller family-owned companies such as
dental practices or physical therapy offices,
tors, it makes sense to pivot to commercial
real estate investments for the simple reason where in the past, they would have only
that it’s still attainable and is also climbing in considered larger opportunities.
value. If your business owns real estate, you Lastly, more sellers are approaching
made a wise choice when you bought it if it’s retirement age. With more businesses
still serving its purposes well. How this plays listed for sale, first-time business buyers are
out in business value is that for industries
enticed by the new opportunities available
that are real estate-dependent, company
to them. At the same time, current business
value continues to rise because the barrier
owners are finding opportunities to expand
to entry keeps getting higher and higher for through acquisition because this offers
would-be industry competitors.
operational efficiency, access to talent, and,

as mentioned above, access to real estate as a
multifaceted solution.
Is every business selling effortlessly? No,
there are always challenges. The pandemic
has brought some shifts and obstacles, such
as the ongoing labor shortage. The war in
Ukraine has added some uncertainty to the
mix. Supply chain shortages continue to be
a problem, and some sellers have waited
to long to sell and have personal issues to
contend with. As interest rates rise, that
will likely slow the number of business
transactions as well.
If you’re thinking that selling your business
now will be fast and easy, remember that it’s
always important to work with professionals
to prepare your business for sale, plan
ahead and consider all options available to
you. Planning is still the key to a successful
transition!

Thinking
about selling
a business?

Kathy DeVries, MBA
Managing Broker
Certified Business Intermediary
REALTOR®

560 Fifth St NW #205 Grand Rapids MI 49504
616-422-5874 ✦ info@ThriveAcquisition.com
ThriveAcquisition.com
Independently Owned and Operated
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July
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Saturday, July 9
LAUP Fiesta
@Holland Civic Center
150 W 8th St, Holland
A community favorite, our
annual Fiesta is full of fun for the
whole family! With live music
and performances, delicious
food, dancing, and more, this
gathering is a true celebration of
our Latino culture.
Time: 12pm-11pm
Cost: $10 in advance or $15 a
person or $20 per couple at the
door
www.laup.org/fiesta

public servants, and sit back
to enjoy this low conflict/high
information event
Time: 5-8:30pm
Cost: FREE
www.eventbrite.com

Thursday, July 14
FUN'd the Park!
@Ivy House | Weddings & Events
3291 Blue Star Highway, Saugatuck
Help us complete the renovation
at Schultz Park right here in
Douglas. The renovation will
provide an inclusive playscape
truly unique to the area that
will allow children of all ages
Tuesday, July 12
and abilities to join the fun. In
Candidate Forum
addition, the full renovation
@At Home Realty - Holland
includes a great adult fitness
171 College Avenue, Holland
area. Join us to FUN'd the Park!
Your voice is needed in local
Time: 5:30-9:00pm
politics! From voting to
Cost: $70
participating, this event is geared www.eventbrite.com
to help you connect and get up to
speed on many of the local issues Tuesday July 26
the Holland area is now facing.
Practical Pathways to Smart
Come meet the candidates
Manufacturing
running for the 86th District, rub @Feyen Zylstra Industrial Tech
elbows with other elected local
Center
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3085 Walkent Dr NW, Grand Rapids
In this half-day workshop, we’ll
demystify “Smart Manufacturing”
leveraging a proven, practical
approach to understanding
the value and role of modern
technologies in your operations.
Time: 8:30am-2:30pm
Cost: $150/person
*Continental breakfast & boxed
lunch provided
www.rightplace.org/events

Time: 5-7pm
Cost: Free
www.facebook.com/
LakeshoreNetworking

Saturday, July 30
Create Great Community:
Latina Connect
@Grand Rapids Chamber
250 Monroe Ave NW, Grand Rapids
Latina Connect is a new program
that meets our Latina business
professionals and community
Wednesday July 27
members where they are.
Lakeshore Networking
Presented in Spanish, Latina
@The Pretty Place Boutique & Nereid Connect works to support Latinas
Spa,102 Blue Star Hwy, Douglas
in making new connections and
Join this longstanding
growing as leaders.
networking group and build
Time: 9:30-11:30am
relationships that build business! Cost: Members: $30 / NonThis is a great opportunity to
Members: $45
mingle with other local business www.grandrapids.org
owners, exchange information,
ideas, knowledge, and relax
At the time CONNECT went
over appetizers and drinks while to print, all event dates and
growing our businesses in the
times were accurate. Please
Saugatuck/ Douglas, Glenn/
be sure to confirm event
Ganges, South Haven, Holland
details before attending.
and Fennville area. Everyone is
welcome and YOU are invited!
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Al Fresco Dining Defined
By Jeremy Gonsior

New and improved patios help West Michigan
diners enjoy outdoor experience, rain or shine.
ith the warm weather finally here,
W
Lakeshore residents and visitors
have more outdoor patio options thanks

to the investments of one West Michigan
company. Grand Rapids-based Redwater
Collection, which owns 10 restaurants
across the region, has focused on making
outdoor dining a signature feature at its
properties for years. In other words, it’s
gone all in.
“All of our restaurants are really well
known for their patio spaces,” said Leanne
Stoll, marketing and communications
director for the company. “To extend
the time (visitors) spend on the patios is
our goal overall.” Recently, the Redwater
Collection has displayed that commitment
along the coast with renovations to its
latest restaurant acquisitions in Holland,
Saugatuck, and Muskegon.
Boatwerks Waterfront Restaurant, located
on Lake Macatawa in Holland, underwent
a major renovation in late 2019 through
early 2020. In part, the process removed
the existing patio and replaced it with a
tall, covered patio space. Stoll said the patio
renovation ensured more visitors could
enjoy the area while still maintaining the
location’s greatest asset: Lake Macatawa.
“Boatwerks' biggest benefit is the water
view,” she said.

1212

Darren Rehfeld, director of food and
beverage at the RedWater Collection, said
the restaurant's new patio removed the
hassle of umbrellas while keeping guests
protected from the sun and rain. He added,
“Regular customers always remark how
comfortable the outdoor dining experience
is now. They absolutely love it!”
Just down the road from Boatwerks, this
spring the Redwater Collection updated
the patio at Red Rock Grill, its restaurant
overlooking the Macatawa Golf Club.
Diners had been asking for improvements
such as heaters and a way to partially
enclose the outdoor space to make the
patio season last longer.
“We made it happen,” Stoll said.
Last summer the company acquired
The Butler in downtown Saugatuck. It’s
one of the oldest restaurants in the city
and offers views of the Kalamazoo Lake
harbor, according to a release from the
company about the purchase. The Redwater
Collection is remodeling the current
Butler patio into a covered, two-story deck
patio with open air on the sides. When
completed, the upper level of seating will
have a unique view of the area.
“It’s almost awesome,” Rehfeld said with a
laugh.

Last, but certainly not least, is the new
Lake Bluff Grille at the Muskegon Country
Club. Located on Muskegon’s west side,
the Redwater Collection designed the
restaurant to impress. “It’s going to have
an amazing patio overlooking Muskegon
Lake,” Stoll said.
Overall, the recent pandemic has
encouraged people to seek more
opportunities outdoors, even if all the
weather conditions don’t line up. But with
well-designed patios like the company has
invested in, Redwater Collection is helping
meet a need along the Lakeshore.
“It’s given people more opportunities to
sit outside when the weather isn’t perfect,”
Stoll said. “...People are looking for other
ways to enjoy the outdoors and that carries
over to dining as well.”
Jeremy Gonsior is
a communication
specialist for a K-12
school district. He also
is a freelance writer,
marketing specialist
for small businesses,
blogger, and podcaster.
Reach out to him at
jeremy.gonsior@gmail.
com.
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Full Service
Landscape Company

USIN ESS

Paver brick patios
and walkways

616.399.6861

4275 136th Ave., Holland, MI 49424

www.boschslandscape.com
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Holland Board of Public Works’
Community-Based Broadband Plan:
A Referendum on Innovation
By D.C. Beattie

O

n August 2, Holland residents
will have an opportunity to vote
on a millage that will fund the
installation of an open access fiber optic
infrastructure for all in the City of Holland.
The millage would levy up to 1.5 mills in
the first year and an estimated 1.12 mills
each year for the life of the bond to help
fund the up to $30 million investment to
complete the network.
In our May installment we discussed
Holland BPW’s plan to expand fiber
broadband to all areas of the City of
Holland. The idea of expanding the service
to all parts of the city is not new. It is a
vision that has been percolating since our
original fiber network was installed in 1992
by the Holland BPW in order to provide a
workable communication link to all of its
power substations. In doing so, the HBPW
was also able to offer an open access fiber
network to serve the municipal sector, local
institutions like our schools, hospital, health
providers as well as a number of mid-tolarge-sized companies in need of high-speed
digital communication. HBPW’s network

14

has grown organically since that time as
the “Information Age” exploded into the
21st Century. It has proven—according
to civic and business leaders—to be a key
component in the success and growth of
business here as well as job creation over the
last thirty years of its operation.

In the case of an “open access” fiber network, all qualified service providers would
be allowed to use the same fiber optic infrastructure. As the Holland BPW explains it,
it is akin to the package delivery companies
using the same roads that are paid for and
maintained by public funds. So, if we think
Community-Based Open Fiber Network of broadband as a “utility,” like roads, water,
sewers and wastewater treatment, public
The proposed expansion of a communityfunding will pay for and maintain the fiber
based broadband network will provide the
“road” to your house as well as the hookup.
kind of speed Holland residents have been
As a publicly-owned entity, the Holland
looking for given the new reality of more
BPW is accountable to the community to
family members at home using multiple
keep rates affordable and offer the benefit of
devices needing internet connection for
local control over the services and utilities
work, school, virtual healthcare, as well as
that we residents of Holland rely on. Your
entertainment. The new network will also
programming choices and costs will remain
change the way we pay for our internet
your decision and continue to be paid to
service. Currently, each internet provider
your chosen providers.
has its own copper wire service network
Each fiber optic cable houses multiple
that it owns and controls. We get to pay
strands, so fiber can support much more
for the “hookup” before we even think
traffic at higher speeds allowing for faster
about choosing either bundled or an a la
information delivery and hopefully ending
carte programming available through that
those untimely incidents of buffering on our
provider hookup. Want to change your
home computers and TVs while the system
provider? Then you need to change your
is “thinking.”
“wire” to your home or business.
CONNECT | JULY 2022

Community-Driven Decision
We are here at this moment in time because
Holland residents, businesses, and service
organizations have spoken, and City Hall
has listened. The need for bringing a higher
speed, efficient and reliable network has
been at the top of the list for implementation
for several years. City Council asked the
BPW to investigate moving forward on a
community-based decision-making process
(much like the plan used to get the Holland
Energy Park implemented).

The survey results were positive:
• 70% of respondents agreed that
broadband is a “core utility service”
as critical to the infrastructure of our
community as water, wastewater, and
electricity.

contingencies. The proposed millage drops
off as the system becomes fully operational
and self-sustainable over the next two to
three years. It will be used only to buy the
bonds to pay for the system to get built and
operational.

Can the HBPW deliver? Their track record
indicates they can and is evidenced by their
success securing the millage used to fund
the Holland Energy Park. The Holland
Electric Bonds were paid off early and the
money saved resulted in an across the board
• 65% of respondents agreed that a
10% reduction in electric bills in 2021. As
According to Pete Hoffswell, HBPW’s
community-level investment is needed Mayor Nathan Bocks was quoted at a recent
Broadband Services Superintendent, “A
to ensure sufficient access by all.
statewide Lighthouse conference hosted
listening tour was conducted in 2020
here, “How many communities in Michigan
Survey
results
provided
by
the
Holland
among various stakeholder groups to gain
or elsewhere can boast of a 10% reduction in
Board
of
Public
Works
an understanding of their perspectives
core electric utility services?
on broadband. This included a range of
Given
the
community’s
desire
to
pursue
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• 72% of respondents agreed that
a community-owned broadband
network would significantly increase
access to services and improve the
quality of life in the community.
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